Oracle Identity Cloud
Service

Manage
Identities Across
the Hybrid Cloud
Using automated security and machine learning, Oracle Identity Cloud Service
simplifies and strengthens identity and access management across the enterprise.

“By consolidating identity
management across all internal and
external systems with Oracle Identity
Cloud Service, our customers can
easily and securely access a wide
range of services with a single ID.
Implementation was quick and easy,
enabling us to provide new services
faster and support growth.”
— Hiroyoshi Kuroda, Service Platform Development Department,
Sensing Solutions Center, Digital Business Group, Ricoh Co.
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Security that’s focused
largely on protecting the
network perimeter has limited
effectiveness, given that
people and devices access
critical applications and
services in a broad range of
public cloud and private data
centers.

The appeal of the cloud is unmistakable. Adoption of cloud
services has moved from toe-in-the-water digital trials to
managing mission-critical applications and data in the cloud.
Employees, customers, citizens, and partners always have access to the latest and
greatest information and applications, from any device and from any location. IT is freed
from application and infrastructure maintenance drudgery and can focus on delivering
strategic business value.
That’s why so many organizations have embraced the cloud to run their most missioncritical applications. According to an Oracle and KPMG report, 90 percent of organizations
say at least half of their sensitive data is in the cloud.1 Human resources, finance,
customer relationship management, marketing automation, and other key enterprise
functions have shifted to the cloud. Vast amounts of compute power and storage are
instantaneously available in the cloud—far faster, easier, and less expensive than building
your own infrastructure.
Yet in a world of mobile and cloud, security can be a delicate balance. Security that’s
focused largely on protecting the network perimeter has limited effectiveness, given that
people and devices access critical applications and services in a broad range of public
cloud and private data centers.
Getting clear visibility into the behavior of users and devices across the complex
ecosystem of the hybrid cloud can be challenging, but it is critical to spot early warning
signs of malicious activity and compromise. To make matters more challenging, different
security policies and enforcements may be applied at an organization’s different cloud
service providers, private data centers, and offices, and when employees are mobile.
This complexity presents an even greater challenge given today’s increasingly
sophisticated and varied threat landscape. Stealing and using valid account credentials
is far more common than the much-feared zero-day exploit. Privileged accounts are
especially prized by attackers, for the freewheeling access they deliver. Business email
compromise and ransomware have surged in every industry and can do considerable
damage. Targeted attacks, malware, and vulnerabilities are unfortunately everyday
occurrences.

1. “Oracle and KPMG Cloud Threat Report 2018,” Oracle
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With more data, more
applications, more devices,
and more users, organizations
need a better way to manage
identities, align roles and
permissions, and effectively
enforce access controls.

Add to those risks the manifestation of shadow IT, which bypasses carefully constructed
cybersecurity policies and procedures. Detection and response is critical to prevent
lasting damage, but with more data, applications, users, and devices in more places, the
visibility gap is growing.
The cybersecurity stakes grow even higher. The European Union General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) enacted strict new data privacy requirements—with
stringent notification requirements and big fines for breaches. GDPR joins a long list of
regulations, including the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). And, as any risk manager knows, compliance with any
regulation is not a one-time effort, but must be continuous.
The cloud has a shared responsibility model for security, and that can be complicated.
Cloud providers have marketed that customers will always have up-to-date, well-patched
software, whereas an IT team at an individual enterprise might have trouble keeping up
with the latest security protections, given their many competing priorities. But despite
these protections, enterprises don’t always clearly understand their own cloud security
obligations. Confusion about what is the cloud provider’s responsibility and what is the
customer’s responsibility can lead to gaps that cause risk.
Those risks are no small matter. Cyberattacks can have a devastating impact on business
operations. The high cost of a cyberattack—either in lost revenue or financial penalties—
is commonly cited, but the biggest impact is actually on the disruption of business
operations. It’s not uncommon, either: 66 percent of businesses have suffered a
significant business disruption in the last 24 months because of a cyberattack, according
to the Oracle and KPMG report.2
A Better Way to Manage Identities Everywhere
The widespread use of mobile and the cloud, as well as a virulent threat landscape, has
prompted organizations to take new measures to secure their hybrid cloud footprint. With
more data, more applications, more devices, and more users, organizations need a better
way to manage identities, align roles and permissions, and effectively enforce access
controls.

2. “Oracle and KPMG Cloud Threat Report 2018,” Oracle
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Enterprises have long used identity and access management (IAM) solutions to provide
an aggregated view across all applications, systems, and channels. With today’s complex
IT ecosystem, which spans private data centers and public cloud services, organizations
are shifting to identity as a service, such as Oracle Identity Cloud Service. From a
business perspective, Oracle Identity Cloud Service enables IT to roll out services faster,
with maximum security and with lower integration and maintenance costs.
From a user perspective, identity as a service makes it easier to get access to the
resources they need. People sign on once, and then they have seamless access to all of
their appropriate resources. They don’t need to remember multiple account credentials.
Policies limit risks from excessive privileges or outdated access to applications and
systems. It doesn’t matter what device people are using or where they are located.
Employees are more productive, partners can collaborate faster, and customers can
make their desired interactions.
However, identity management must scale to the demands of a digital business. With
digital transformation, that may mean identity management must accommodate
millions of users, and even billions of connected devices. Only the cloud can deliver the
highest levels of availability and reliability for identity management. Any outage prevents
employees from working and prevents customers from transacting business.
It’s also essential that identity management be integrated natively into all public cloud
applications—and that the same service can be extended to any other application or
environment in the enterprise. Having an identity management service that is standardsbased is critical to meet business needs today—and tomorrow. Using APIs will
dramatically streamline integration times and deliver business value sooner.
New technologies are already contributing to enterprisewide threat protection. Machine
learning and security automation, both emerging technologies, can improve the efficacy
of detecting and preventing threats, as they can continuously protect the enterprise
against breaches and compromised accounts.
Organizations that have purchased any SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS service from Oracle
already have the foundational services of Oracle Identity Cloud Service, such as user
management, self-profile management, password management, group management,
and application role management. Oracle Identity Cloud Service can be expanded to
provide identity management for both cloud and on-premises applications, from any type
of device, anywhere.
Flexible Integration with Key Applications
An identity and security solution is of value only if it is easy to use and if it integrates with
all applications and across all environments in the enterprise. That flexibility is built into
Oracle Identity Cloud Service, as it has out-of-the-box configurations for thousands of
applications.
Oracle Identity Cloud Service supports open identity standards such as SAML and
OpenID Connect for single-sign-on capabilities (SSO) and provides SSO for crossplatform applications. Oracle Identity Cloud Service also supports OAuth 2.0, which
enables a highly scalable, multitenant token service to secure REST API access to
applications from other applications. RESTful APIs are used to implement identity
functions for custom integration and to support the growing numbers of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices.
Oracle Identity Cloud Service integrates easily with on-premises applications such as
Oracle E-Business Suite, Oracle PeopleSoft, and SAP, which traditionally have been
supported only by on-premises web access management technologies.
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User and Entity Behavior
Analytics
By integrating Oracle Identity
Cloud Service with Oracle
CASB (Cloud Access Security
Broker) Cloud Service, powerful
supervised and unsupervised
machine learning techniques
can be used for advanced threat
detection. A built-in user and
entity behavior analytics (UEBA)
engine automatically establishes
unique historical baselines for
each user and cloud service,
such as Microsoft Office 365 or
Box, and continuously compares
activities against the baselines
to better detect anomalous and
risky behavior. Incident response
can be coordinated with ticketing
and incident management
systems or automatically
remediated. To learn more, read
”The Importance of User Behavior
Analytics for Cloud Service
Security (PDF).”

In the case of legacy and “green screen” applications that don’t support header-based
login access, Oracle Identity Cloud Service supports integration with forms, so a user can
have the same SSO experience across all applications.
Oracle Identity Cloud Service is designed to complement existing enterprise solutions.
It integrates natively with Microsoft Active Directory and Microsoft Azure, enabling
organizations to preserve their investments in their directory infrastructure, while still
delivering seamless integration and control across both on-premises and cloud resources.
From a user perspective, people simply sign on with their Active Directory credentials,
and access to their resources and applications is protected by Oracle Identity Cloud
Service. Administrators don’t need to synchronize passwords between an on-premises
Active Directory structure and Oracle Identity Cloud Service. Any new, updated, or
deleted records are automatically transferred from Active Directory to Oracle Identity
Cloud Service.
Enhancing Controls with Multifactor and Adaptive Authentication and Access
Many enterprises—and regulatory bodies—regard multifactor authentication (MFA) as
essential to keeping critical data and transactions secure. MFA can significantly increase
the security of applications and systems. Before granting access, MFA requires users
to present more than one piece of evidence to prove that they are who they say they
are. It can be a one-time passcode or a push notification/SMS for a mobile app, security
questions, or other factors.
With the increased frequency—and success—of cyberattacks targeting both
privileged and end user credentials, many organizations have turned to the adaptive
access capabilities in Oracle Identity Cloud Service for more sophisticated access
controls. Powered by machine learning, adaptive access applies a dynamic risk context
to associate the appropriate access controls for a given level of risk. For instance, a
user who regularly accesses applications from Los Angeles is now accessing those
applications from Malaysia a few hours after their last California login. Oracle Identity
Cloud Service can detect the seemingly fraudulent behavior and prompt the user
for additional verification. With the highly flexible Oracle Identity Cloud Service,
administrators can easily create and enforce policies and integrate with Oracle Identity
components.
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Oracle Identity Cloud Service
is designed to be an integral
part of the enterprise security
fabric, enabling your team
to provide modern identity
services as they develop their
own custom applications as
well as integrate with publicly
available cloud applications.

Managing Identities Across All Applications
Oracle Identity Cloud Service also serves as a robust development platform. In the same
way that it protects Oracle and third-party commercial applications, its capabilities can be
used by any application that consumes identity services.
Oracle Identity Cloud Service provides a toolset for all types of applications. The
centralized approach dramatically expands your ability to leverage the identity platform
for all of your user identity and authorization needs, including within mobile apps and
customer service tools, such as chatbots. Many enterprises are exploring how chatbots
can deliver smart and personalized ways to engage and provide service. Seamlessly
integrating identity and security into the bot is critical, due to the sensitive tasks they
can perform.
Oracle Identity Cloud Service is designed to be an integral part of the enterprise security
fabric, enabling your team to provide modern identity services as they develop their
own custom applications as well as integrate with publicly available cloud applications.
Because Oracle Identity Cloud Service is a fundamental infrastructure service, it can be
easily integrated into applications without additional requirements.
Securing the Future of Your Business
Creating the amazing experiences and innovative products that will delight your
customers depends on applications and services in both the public cloud and the private
data center. But even in a complex hybrid IT environment, businesses can simplify the
challenges of identity and access management with Oracle Identity Cloud Service.
To learn more about how to effectively manage identities across the hybrid cloud, try
Oracle Identity Cloud Service now.
oracle.com/tryit
For in-depth information on protecting hybrid and multicloud environments, download the
white paper “Securing SaaS at Scale.”
oracle.com/goto/cloudessentials-securingsaas
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